Morphological and phonological processes are tightly interrelated in spoken production. During processing, morphological processes must combine the phonological content of individual morphemes to produce a phonological representation that is suitable for driving phonological processing. Further, morpheme assembly frequently causes changes in a word's phonological well-formedness that must be addressed by the phonology. We report the case of an aphasic individual (WRG) who exhibits an impairment at the morpho-phonological interface. WRG was tested on his ability to produce phonologically complex sequences (specifically, coda clusters of varying sonority) in heteromorphemic and tautomorphemic environments. WRG made phonological errors that reduced coda sonority complexity in multimorphemic words (e.g., passed ? [paestId]) but not in monomorphemic words (e.g., past). WRG also made similar insertion errors to repair stress clash in multimorphemic environments, confirming his sensitivity to cross-morpheme wellformedness. We propose that this pattern of performance is the result of an intact phonological grammar acting over the phonological content of morphemic representations that were weakly joined because of brain damage. WRG may constitute the first case of a morpho-phonological impairment-these results suggest that the processes that combine morphemes constitute a crucial component of morpho-phonological processing.
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Introduction
By means of largely predictable changes in word form, the morphological system allows speakers to expand word meaning, coin novel words, and allows syntactic features to surface in speech. Descriptively, the function of morphology is to govern the combination of morphemes, the meaning-bearing units of language. Morphological processes determine, for example, that the features {cat, plural} are best expressed in English by cat and -s while the features {mouse, plural} are best expressed by mice. Given the central role of morphology in speaking, it is essential that processing theories of language production include accounts of morphological mechanisms.
A variety of issues pertaining to morphology remain hotly debated in the psycholinguistic literature-most notably, the extent to which morphologically complex words are represented in a decomposed or whole-word format (Butterworth, 1983; Bybee, 1995; Elman, 2004; Fiorentino & Poeppel, 2007; Marslen-Wilson & Zhou, 1999; Rubin, Becker, & Freeman, 1979; Seidenberg & Gonnerman, 2000; Stockhall & Marantz, 2006; Taft, 2004) and whether morphological knowledge is instantiated by one or two processing routes (Burzio, 2002; Clahsen, 1999; Halle & Marantz, 1993; Joanisse & Seidenberg, 1999; Miozzo, 2003; Pinker, 
